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AGENDA
Old Business
1.

New Business
2. University of Redlands MOU Renewal: Mara Palma-Sanft
Mara spoke with the representative of University of Redlands, and he would like the
MOU for the employee discount to be pushed through because the current agreement is
expiring in May. Shelly sent the changes to the employee MOU and they have a new
format and Shelly couldn’t make any updates to the form because it’s in a secure format.
University of Redlands has the changes the colleges recommended and they will
incorporate the changes to the format. Once the MOU is ready the Articulation Officers
will take the MOU back to their campus.
3. Physics 125, 195, 196, 197: Mara Palma-Sanft
Mara received a called from UCSD’s Articulation Officer; she wanted to bring to Mara’s
attention the following UC limitation on ASSIST for Physics courses: “* 125,126 and/or
180A,180B,181A,181B and/or 195,196,197 combined: maximum credit, one series.”
She was concerned students might get confused with the transition, the community
college will award credit and units to students if they took additional courses in the series,
but once they transfer UCSD will only accept the series. Mara asked the chair of
counseling and transfer center director if they had any issues with the limitation and/or if
they would like to see the limitation revised, she hasn’t heard back from them yet but she
wanted to bring this to the AOs attention as well. Articulation Officers recommendation
is to remove the “and” from the series. Juliette’s recommendation is to contact the UC
and ask them to revise the limitation.
Articulation Officers agreed to match the UCTCA limitation on the catalog for PHYS
courses to what’s posted on ASSIST.
4. Statway articulation: Elizabeth Norvell
Elizabeth explained colleges that have Statway courses discussed the idea of joining
forces to try and do some sort of group articulation with the CSUs. She will update the
Articulation Officers once she learns more about the process.

Juliette, you want the course to have the same portability as any other course, that’s the
next step. Nobody will take the course if they can’t use it to transfer.

Mara, what’s the history on how much they work with the SDSU. Elizabeth will research
Libby’s files.

5. Point Loma MOU: Shelly Hess
Point Loma are joining with other colleges Southwestern, Grossmont and MiraCosta to
emulate very similar to Asuza pacific and Redlands, where they have an adult degree
program separate from their on campus programs and they are trying to expand
enrollment. They are essentially renting but not renting space from CCC to offer bacc
degrees on their campuses. City would be nursing, Debbie Berg is very interested, MMR
and Mesa are still in discussions because I think there is a pool for nursing. They have to
have 15 student cohort to start each program and for each cohort Point Loma will give
the district a scholarship fund to employees to attend point loma, we are going to put in a
clause that if no employees applies for the scholarship they will have to put a portion
back to facility rental because of the civil act and they will give $1000 for library
purposes that colleges can keep. For Mesa, management and relational development.
Mesa’s Tim concern is that Mesa doesn’t have space, Friday and Saturday work better for
the college, Miramar and Mesa getting the students to enroll in the programs, Lynne gave
out the transfer report and for point loma we only have 22 students transfer district wide
however with SDSU turning a lot of students away and redirecting them to San Marcos
and Bakersdield with the ADT degrees there is going to be a need for students for that
business degree.
I don’t know if this falls under MOU and the other MOUs that are more facility usage.
Mara, it seems like it cuts across both.
Juliette, is allowing the degree program to be offered at our campus, the library allowance
does not fall under our purview.
Lorraine, when I put together the MOU for the family health centers of san diego we did
two separate MOUs one with facilities and another one for the clinical agreement, the
contingency to have the rent as such low cost is they would allow our students clinicals,
and they are reviewed every so many years at the same time. Lorraine will send the
agreement to Shelly.
Juliette, the MOU looks more like facility agreement , the chief concerned here is that
Shelly, maybe I can put something there provided that we have space available
The VPs, VPIs and Student Services. City is in a good spot with Nursing
Juliette is concerned with the accreditation on these programs.

Students are considered Point Loma Student, she is working with student if there is an
incident and the student is being investigated or whatever, we will have the right to ban
them from the campus.

6. C-ID Resolution for ASCCC: Juliette Parker
Juliette informed the Articulation Officers the C-ID resolution articulation officers
presented to the State Academic Senate was not approved.

7. UC admission changes Fall 2016:

Standing Items:
a) Catalog Updates
b) C-ID
c) New TMC degrees
c) Inter-institutional agreements
d) Tech Prep
e) SB 1440

